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"Let the holiness of God shine forth" (cf. Mt 5, 16)
item 521

Khrist Jyothi in Asti
Inspired by Pallotti’s motto: “the love of Christ
urges us on” and filled with the zeal of the young,
we two members of the Raipur Province [Khrist
Jyothi] recently ventured into new territory in the
north of Italy – an experience which has brought
with it all the usual challenges and difficulties of
encountering a new language, culture, people,
environment etc.
Frs Anthres Ekka sac and Erenius Kujur sac have
taken up the parishes of San Giovanni Battista Mongardino and San Secondo Vigliano D’Asti in the diocese of
Asti.
Already in residence one year,
we arrived on 01 Jun 2016 and
were officially handed charge
of twin parishes by local
Bishop Francis Ravinale and
the Italian Provincial Nicola
Gallucci sac. Anthres was
appointed parish priest of the
combined
entity,
Erenius
chaplain in the government
run
Cardinale
Massaia
Hospital.
San Giovanni Battista parish is
located 7 kilometers from the
city of Asti. It consists of 365 families and about 900 parishoners. San Secondo Vigliano D’Asti consists of 300
families with 800 parishioners.
A Piedmonte guide offers a short history. Originally a Ligurian settlement, Asti then became a Roman city
under the name of Hasta Pompeia (89 BC), as now evidenced by the Red Tower. By the eleventh century it
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was a flourishing free commune. Until the thirteenth century Asti was one of the richest centers of northern
Italy, a strategic town for trade and banking. In 1797, following unrest in neighbouring France, there was
a revolution against the government of Astesiano Savoy, which led to the proclamation of the Republic of
Asti. This only lasted three days and ended with the shooting of the insurgents. In 1800 most of its medieval
walls were pulled down, part of a project of urban modernization. Its present church, with its baroque
façade, was built on St Antony Hill in 1739.

Traditional specialties include handmade pastas – tajarin [above], tagliatelle, agnolotti, also risotto al barbera
and a multitude of traditional Piedmonte wines. The feast of our patron saint is celebrated in August.
We are both involved in the usual parish activities – hospital ministry, catechising of children, youth ministry,
marriage encounter, visiting families and those in aged care, training of animators, a summer camp for
children etc. The participation of the local people is
both active and fruitful.
Into the long history of Asti the Pallottine charism has
just been planted! We hope and pray that, in the
fulness of time and space, it will grow and contribute
much fruit for the vineyard of the Lord.

Anthres Ekka sac [RA] – Asti – ITALY
13.07.17
ekkanthres@gmail.com
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‘team-Pallotti’ in Mozambique
While they are actually present in 4 Mozanbiquen communities –
Inharrime, Pemba, Quissico and Marra – these comments relate only to
the first, in which both Pallottine male and female congregations have
been present for over 18 years.
Our parish – St Maximillian Maria Kolbe – within a local population
approaching 100,000, borders the Indian Ocean and has undergone two
previous ‘moments’ of evangelisation:
•

the first was by Portuguese Jesuits commencing in 1560 [St
Francis Xavier had spent 6 months there in 1541 en route to Goa,
India]. The local king was baptised by their Fr Gonsao da Silveira
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•

sj but he was subsequently martyred in 1581, after which the missionaries departed
the second occurred in the 1880’s when the Brothers of the Franciscan Minors founded a mission at
nearby Mocumbi. From there they took some care of the parish but it was again left abandoned for a
long period.

In 2000 Pallottine brothers and priests arrived to take responsibility under Bishop D. Alberto Setele. The
parish was then renamed, since the previous title [Our Lady of the Immaculate Conception] had meanwhile
become the name of the Diocese! In that same year Pallottine Sisters (CSAC) arrived, then a year later
Salesian priests, brothers and sisters (Daughters of Mary, Help of Christians).

While Inharrime embraces three ethnic groups (Gitonga, Matswa, Maxope – the last being tribal and in the
majority) the people generally favour an emphasis on their broader cultural roots, their common local
language which is Xope [Cope, Txope] and the official Portuguese language. It is a district rich in culture, land,
religious belief, sense of family relationships, food production, water …. but one very much in need of strong
human development. Large numbers of people, especially the young, emigrate to the bigger cities to work or
study. There are few high schools [only four!], one upper elementary school of art and one pre-university.
Infrastructure development is evident in the construction of houses, greater accessibility to schools [including
for girls and women] and provision of communication. And, despite the apparent absence of a consciousness
of political responsibility among christians, there is also a visible participation of women in political life.
Christians still fear to express themselves freely. This is partly due to the challenge of reconciling faith and
traditional culture [e.g. the requirements of customary agreements – as in the rite of a family member of the
deceased to marry a widow – purification after death, attribution of guilt for a death even if it is natural, etc].
These dilemmas continue to strongly influence the life of the faithful.
In this situation the Pallottine-Salesian missionary ‘team’ does great pastoral work. The church community
has increased 90% . Its pastoral planning has evolved into several areas:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

integrated development of the person,
especially that of women and girls
education to read and write
health programs
opportunities for manual employment
integration of education, right from preschool to pre-university
adult education [reading and writing]
catechesis and formation of community
leaders
bible study and provision of bibles
youth apostolate and others

So the parish is in a state of great development. The number of those baptized, confirmed and married has
increased each year. Truly the missionary team has worked a great deal in the area of evangelization – the
‘evangelical trumpet’ as Pallotti might express it. His spirit, his charism, is evident in the common response to
local needs and in a willingness to work together, in unity. The laity are included, especially in leadership. The
UAC as such does not have any formal presence in the parish, even in the whole of Mozambique, but that
does not mean it doesn’t exist.
I feel that there is a need to speak more about Pallotti and his charism, to speak
more about the UAC. Some women are beginning to get a feel for the charism when
they get together every once in a while. But this is not sufficient. While the
Pallottine communities themselves come together, to share around the charism,
there is a need for greater promotion and inclusion of the Pallottine laity…….
Finally, my personal idea is that the UAC exists, not only when all the groups work
together in the same place but, even if there is only one group, that it has a sense of
working within the Union, that it is an associate body within a larger foundation,
that it is united by the charism and by the spirit of the founder. The promotion and
animation of the lay faithful as a vocation is always necessary. It continues to be a
challenge that confronts the UAC.
Cristina Zibia Bata sac – Inharrime – MOZAMBIQUE
28.07.17
tinazibia@gmail.com
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